Abbott, Tony. Secrets of Droon (series). Routine chores become a grand adventure when three friends discover a secret staircase that leads to the magical world of Droon.

Barrows, Annie. Magic in the Mix. Two sisters sent back in time to the Civil War risk almost everything to save two soldiers.

DiTerlizzi, Tony. The Spiderwick Chronicles (series). The Grace children move to a new house and discover that the world has invisible creatures, both good and bad.

Gutman, Dan. The Lincoln Project (Flashback Four series). A mysterious millionaire selects four very different kids to travel through time and photograph history’s most important moments. Their first stop is Abraham Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address, but will they get the shot without getting caught?

Kirby, Stan. Captain Awesome to the Rescue! (series). Second-grader Eugene has just started at a new school where he must bring out his superhero alter ego to find the kidnapped class hamster.


Krulik, Nancy E. Katie Kazoo, Switcheroo (series). After wishing that she could be anyone but herself, Katie turns into something new in every book.

Malone, Marianne. The Sixty-Eight Rooms (series). Ruthie and Jack discover a magic key that shrinks them down in size and allows them to explore miniature rooms from different times and places.

Messner, Kate. Rescue on the Oregon Trail (Ranger in Time series). When a time-traveling golden retriever is transported back to 1850, he helps a boy and his family on their treacherous 2,000-mile journey. This page-turner is perfect for readers new to chapter books.

Pilkey, Dav. The Adventures of Ook and Gluk. Threatened by time travelers from the future, two mischief-loving caveboys journey to 2222 AD, learn kung fu, and return home to the Stone Age to save the day.

Peterson, Stephenie. Nellie Nova Takes Flight. Though she seems like a typical nine-year-old girl, Nellie is actually an amazing scientist from a family of amazing scientists. Adventures abound when she creates a time machine to meet important women from history, starting with Amelia Earhart.

Stilton, Geronimo. The Race Against Time (Journey through Time series). An intrepid mouse visits the Ice Age, ancient Greece, and the Renaissance. When the time portal malfunctions, will he be lost in the past?

Woodruff, Elvira. George Washington’s Spy. Ten-year-old Matt travels to 1776 Boston where he meets Benjamin Franklin and becomes part of a rebel spy ring.

★★★ Books You Might Also Like ★★★

★ The 39 Clues (Series Shelf)
★ American Girls (Series Shelf)
★ Benton, Jim. Franny K. Stein, Mad Scientist (series)
★ Choose Your Own Adventure (Series Shelf)
★ Erickson, John R. Hank the Cowdog (series)
★ Greenburg, Dan. The Zack Files (series)
★ Gutman, Dan. Baseball Card Adventures (series)
★ Hering, Marianne. Imagination Station (series)
★ Mysteries through Time (Series Shelf)
★ McMullan, Kate. Dragon Slayer’s Academy (series)

All titles shelved in J-Fiction.